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There are two reasons girls watch award shows: one, to see their favorite man all dressed up
in the so sexy tux and two, to ogle at all the amazing jewels, dresses and accessories that
are standing next to the eye candy. So don't worry if you forgot to tune in ladies, we've got all
the fashion and eye candy here. No worries though it won't be a as long as Heidi Klum's legs,
were making this short, sweet, and skank-free!

Gleek glam needs standing ovation 
Dianna Agron went for the fairy tale princess look, wearing a Carolina Herrera gown and an
up-do done right. The gown was elegant with a mix of pale pink and black lace, patterns
down the dress, and a black ribbon to tie it all  together. The dress is possibly too old
fashioned for this young star, but she looked unique without being over-the-top.

Lea Michele, the 24-year-old "Glee" star, looked stunning at the Emmy Awards. Her fitted
mermaid style sweetheart-top dress made my mouth drop. Michele's character on "Glee"
never falls short so it was no surprise to see her be anything but modest. Her hair could have
been styled more for such a special event, but with the touch of sparkle on her neck she
certainly stole the spotlight from the "Glee" cast just as she does on the show. Own it girl, Kim
K. should be flattered to use your compact!

Jane Lynch, winner of Supporting Actress in a Comedy Series for her role in "Glee," looked
beautiful wearing the one-shouldered trend of the night. The hilarious actress' purple Ali
Rahimi gown was no joke. The dress was gorgeous yet not too over the top. Not to mention
her skin was glowing.

The neat-freak on "Glee" sure cleans up nicely! The big blue eyed Jayma Mays glowed in a
strapless blue gown from Burberry Prorsum. Her wardrobe on "Glee" suites her adorable
look, but it was nice to see the uptight character go out of her comfort zone and let her hair
down (the right way).

For the best dressed man, I would have to say it was Neil Patrick Harris. The confident actor,
singer and magician can now add trendsetter to his résumé. He always struts his stuff, but I
really loved the sharp gray tux with the partial black lapel. The Calvin Klein suit has a modern
twist while keeping it classic. Oh, and did I mention the cutie snagged the award for guest
actor in a comedy series for "Glee" and for hosting the Tony Awards. Neil even has a chance
at a third Emmy this year where he's nominated for Outstanding Supporting Actor in a
Comedy for "How I Met Your Mother."

Other Fashionable Gleeks: Heather Morris rocked a metallic gold column dress from Ina
Soltani. Cory Monteith wore a Giorgio Armani two-button notch lapel tux with a silk black tie
and a simple classic white dress shirt. 

Vampire Diaries kills the carpet 

The "Vampire Diaries" star Nina Dobrev killed it at the Emmy's. Not only did she get the up-
do right, but her makeup was soft yet striking. Her hair wasn't too stiff or overdone and her
champagne one shoulder Zuhair Murad gown sparkled down the red carpet. This gown was
perfect for her age, and stole the focus from the older women.

Up do's and don'ts 

The girl that is always runway ready should have made a quick runaway to fix that hair! I am
a huge Kim Kardashian fan but her soft up-do was a slight disaster. We all know Kardashian
isn't known for having a soft look; the gorgeous reality TV star is rarely seen without makeup
or hair perfectly styled. However, when it came time for Kardashian to step it up at the Emmy
Awards, it was a slight fail. Obviously she was trying to go for the Greek goddess look, but
her hair made her look like a slob! Her up-do was a bit bumpy on top and appeared too stiff.
Kim's hair is always absolutely gorgeous and would have looked better if she used less
hairspray and not pulled it back so tight. On a better note, her white Grecian Marchesa gown
was sophisticated and chic. I usually like Kim in more fitted gowns but this dress was
something worth keeping up with. 

Always Accessorize 

Stealing the accessories of the stars is much easier than it looks. I drooled over Heidi Klum's
Lorraine Schwartz crystal bib necklace. Unfortunately, we can't afford the real deal but the
Mod Cloth version is just as stunning. For $45, you will shine like a star!

Kim Kardashian's cute and elegant Lorraine Schwartz cuff can be mimicked by a simple $8
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cuff from Girl Pops. You don't have to be all dressed up to don this piece. It can literally take
you from jeans and a tee to night out. Nice pick Kim K.

As for the cutest hair accessory on the red carpet Kerry Russell wore a huge (but not over
barring) white flower in her doo. Not only does it add such a chic and simple touch but it can
be rocked from classroom to cocktails. You can pick up our pick for just under $4 at
GoJane.com.
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